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To consumers, Amazon is a land of plenty. A place where you can find anything.
From electronics to groceries to autoparts, virtually anything you want is a few
keywords and some Sponsored Ads away. So it’s easy to understand why
shoppers start more than half of their online product searches on Amazon — and
why more than 100 million people pay for premium Prime memberships to unlock
access to exclusive deals.
As the marketplace that’s set the standard for remarkable ease in browsing
and buying, Amazon serves up millions of indexed search results to purchaseready shoppers every single day. From item descriptions and price comparisons
to seller reviews and recommendations for related products, there’s little a
consumer can’t find on Amazon.
That’s why it’s so important to step back and see where your listings stand from
your consumer’s point of view. How does the results page break down? Do your
products stand out? Or are they easy to miss? Most importantly, do your products
even show up?

IN THIS EBOOK, WE BREAK DOWN THE ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS
YOU NEED TO ADDRESS TO GET YOUR PRODUCTS READY TO
COMPETE FOR PAGE ONE SEARCH RESULTS:

Your Product Data

The Amazon Buy Box

Amazon Advertising

READY TO GET STARTED? LET’S DIVE RIGHT IN.

LET’S FACE IT: With more than two million sellers
competing on billions of items, it’s no longer enough
to simply upload your product catalogue. If you’re not
putting in the work to develop your strategy in each of
these key areas, your competitors will.
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Behind Amazon Search Results: The A9 Algorithm
For a real-world example of why it’s so important to address each component of the Amazon search
results, consider the case of Ames Walker. After uploading its products to Amazon, the branded
manufacturer decided to kick its keyword research into high gear and see if it could boost product visibility
through search.
It didn’t take long to see results. After one month of testing new search terms through Amazon
advertising, the company’s sales were up more than 10%. Within 10 months, the paid search ads had
produced over $100,000 in sales.
Of course, paid ads are just one factor among many that influence which listings appear in search. And
while it’s impossible to know every detail of how results are rendered by the marketplace, what we do
know is this:
When consumers shop on Amazon, it’s rarely a matter of “if” or even “what” they’ll buy, but rather who they’ll buy it from.
It all comes down to which listings they see first.
If you want your products to sell, they need to dominate the search results. And that’s where a basic understanding of the A9 algorithm comes in.
Anyone who’s done a product search on Amazon has used the A9 search engine. This marketplace subsidiary is powered by hundreds of behind-thescenes data scientists who continually review consumer data, analyse search patterns and index the text used to describe millions of products.

While the intricacies of the A9 algorithm are a close-kept secret, we know that search results factor in a wide range of criteria such as:
Keywords

Personalised preferences

Past search behaviours

Previous purchases

Bottom line: Optimising your products for the Amazon A9 search engine is crucial to success. By focusing on three key areas, you
can significantly increase your chances of showing up in search results.
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1 Your Product Data
Before consumers can buy your products, they have to find them. But the fight for visibility on the first page
of Amazon search results is a never-ending battle. While there isn’t a single solution for getting your products
where you want them, there are several steps you can take to improve your chances.
The first aspect to focus on is your product data. It’s not just what you list but how you sell it that compels people
to buy. The better the content, the more likely a listing is to rise to the top of results. Amazon wants its customers
to have a smooth shopping experience, and that includes the ability to have relevant products appear with each
search. This means providing enough detailed, accurate data to ensure your listings match shoppers’ keywords.
When writing your product listings, think like a consumer. What are they looking for? How will they search for it?

Then optimise your product data for by focusing on:
TITLES
The words in your product name, or title, are the first words a consumer will see — and the first terms Amazon will use when matching
a search query to search results. Write relevant, accurate(!) titles that follow key product points in their logical order, while sticking to
Amazon’s suggestion for limiting yourself to approximately 60 characters. When in doubt, use the following template. It’s fine to mix the
order; just be sure to fill in as many keywords as are applicable to the listing:

Brand

+

Product

+

Key Feature

+

Colour

+

Size

+

Quantity

BULLET POINTS
Bullet points don’t just help emphasize key selling points. They’re also searchable. This is another great opportunity to think like your
consumer and choose phrasing they may type into the search bar. What kinds of questions are they asking? What are they looking for in a
product like yours? Answering these questions will help you identify additional keywords you can weave into your bullet points. Use short,
skimmable content to provide additional information and address potential concerns.
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DESCRIPTION
When writing your product description, don’t simply copy
and paste text from your website or another channel. This is
the time to think like an Amazon shopper and customise an
explanation of your product for the marketplace. You could
tell a story, showcase different product uses, describe how
the product improves lives or provide proof by mentioning
high ratings. Just be sure to place the most compelling
information at the beginning of the description. And keep it
succinct with clear, concise language: Amazon reserves the
right to remove listings with overly long product descriptions.

BACKEND KEYWORDS
Amazon offers the ability to add additional keywords to an
ASIN’s catalogue data. While these search terms are hidden
from consumers, they can help your products show up in
results. Think of keywords that aren’t in your product title but
may be the ones buyers use when searching for your type
of product. Use all five available search fields, but be careful
not to exceed Amazon’s limit of 250 characters (total). If you
go above this max, the keywords will not be indexed and
your product will fail to appear for your selected keywords.
Most importantly, be accurate. Proofread for any repetition,
misspellings or use of commas.

IMAGES
Images aren’t just important. Often, they’re what land the
sale. Your product photos are the first thing to catch the eyes
of shoppers as they search and scroll, and the last thing
they’ll likely look at before clicking “Add to Cart.” Aim for a
minimum of four images per product, with varying levels of
detail or angles to supplement your product description.

Amazon’s tips for optimising backend search terms:
INCLUDE:
• Synonyms
• Spelling variations
• Abbreviations

• Alternate names
• Spaces to separate words
• Singular or plural (no need for both)

DON’T USE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your brand name
Other brand names
ASINs
Misspellings
Punctuation, such as ; : , - .
The same word more than once
Words already in other fields, such as
the product title

• Stop words, such as “a,” “an,” “and,”
“by,” “for,” “of,” “the” and “with”
• Temporary statements, such as “new”
or “on sale now”
• Subjective claims, such as “best,”
“cheapest” or “amazing”

SOURCE: Amazon Seller Central

PRO TIP:
Looking for a surefire way to optimise
your listings? Focus on product
imagery. Amazon’s visual search
allows consumers to search for
products based solely on pictures.
It’s designed to recognise objects in
smartphone camera views and match
them to products in its database.
Consumers are increasingly relying
on these technologies to search for
shoes, watches and more based on
visual attributes of products such as
color, shape or even texture.
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The Anatomy of a Search Result
Optimising product listings for Amazon is not the same thing as optimising
content for any other search engine. It takes time and effort to identify the
ideal mix of keyword combinations that will lead to marketplace success.
SOME SHOPPERS WILL BROWSE
They don’t know what they want yet, and are probably
using the “Shop by Department” dropdown menu to drill into
specific categories as they windowshop or seek inspiration.
MANY WILL FILTER
When shopping on Amazon, your consumers have the
advantage of filtering results based on everything from
Prime eligibility to product details such as nutrition info and
calorie count.
A MAJORITY WILL MULTITASK
Often, consumers turn to Amazon to further explore
products they see in person. Some 80% of shoppers use
smartphones to look up product reviews and compare
prices when shopping in a store.
OTHERS WILL SEARCH
They have an idea of what they want and rely on the search
bar to explore products — using queries ranging from
general (“men’s slippers”) to highly specific (“Eddie Bauer
men’s slippers tan size 11”).
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2 The Amazon Buy Box
You know it. You love it. And you want to own it. The Buy Box is easily the most prized
position on Amazon, with more than 90% of Amazon conversions happening there.
But while understanding and optimising for the Buy Box is crucial, there’s no easy way
to beat out competitors into this coveted selling spot since Amazon doesn’t release the
algorithm it uses to award it. The good news, however, is that there are a few ways to
increase your chances of getting there:
BUILD YOUR SELLER METRICS
Your Order Defect Rate (ODR) in particular is extremely important in how
Amazon rates you as a seller and how you show up in search rankings,
including the Buy Box. Amazon wants to deliver the best possible experience
for its customers, so building a strong history as a successful seller with reliable
deliveries and excellent customer service will give you an added edge.
ELIMINATE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Amazon pays close attention to the negative feedback you receive, so be sure to
resolve issues from reviews that score a 3 out of 5 (or lower) immediately.
MAINTAIN COMPETITIVE PRICES
Beating out tens of millions of sellers and listings to win the Buy Box requires
continually monitoring and adjusting prices. One highly effective way to
accomplish this is through an advanced algorithmic repricer tool that ensures
you’re offering competitive product prices without sacrificing profits or breaching
price policies on other marketplaces where you sell. However you chose to
monitor prices, keep in mind that Amazon factors in the total price — including
shipping — for Buy Box wins.
MAINTAIN INVENTORY
Make sure you have enough of each product to satisfy demand by constantly
monitoring your inventory levels and forecasting demand. When you’re out of
stock, you can’t win the Buy Box.
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DELIVER WELL, DELIVER QUICKLY
Part of a great Amazon experience for customers is speedy and
reliable delivery. Ensure that your fulfillment infrastructure can handle
all the orders you receive and that you set the correct expectations for
delivery times on your Amazon listing.
REDUCE YOUR A-TO-Z GUARANTEE CLAIMS
The number of product returns you have gives Amazon another good
indication of your customers’ negative experiences.

IN SHORT: All of the characteristics of
successful sellers are the same factors
used to determine Buy Box wins. List

accurately, price competitively, ship quickly,
communicate with customers and provide
great customer service.

CONSIDER LEVERAGING FULFILLMENT BY AMAZON (FBA)
Because it gets perfect scores for shipping times and on-time delivery
rates, there’s a chance that using FBA can positively impact both Buy
Box wins and search rankings.
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Amazon Advertising
If you really want to boost your visibility and increase sales, Amazon advertising is
a must. But with such an expansive selection of advertising tools — from Amazon
Marketing Services for first-party vendors to a comprehensive suite of tools for thirdparty merchants — the process can be overwhelming. The following three key areas
are a great place to start
AMAZON SPONSORED PRODUCTS
Amazon Sponsored Products is a pay-per-click (PPC) advertising program
that can be used to promote individual listings. Your sponsored products
appear alongside organic search results and are driven by search keywords
you choose. Targeting with this type of accuracy gives you higher-quality
clicks on your listings — since these shoppers actually searched for terms
associated with your product — and will potentially yield a much higher ROI
than many other pay-per-click programs.

WANT TO ENSURE YOU’RE GETTING
THE HIGHEST RETURN POSSIBLE ON
YOUR AMAZON AD SPEND?
ChannelAdvisor's digital marketing specialists

are available to analyse your account for missed
opportunities.

CONTACT US
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AMAZON HEADLINE SEARCH ADS
Keyword-targeted Headline Search Ads are banner ads that promote products
right on top of search results to make more people aware of the items you sell.
This can be an effective way to reach consumers who are browsing but don’t
yet know what they want to buy, and thus may be using broad keywords such
as “sunscreen” or “sundresses.” Like Sponsored Products, Headline Search
Ads operate on a pay-per-click pricing model.

Quick Tips for Amazon Advertising
START WITH A WINNING ACCOUNT
STRUCTURE: Build campaigns that align with your
product categories instead of grouping unrelated
products together. This will help ensure you are
always advertising the most relevant product to each
shopper’s search.
KNOW WHEN TO FACTOR IN THE BUY BOX:
The products you advertise with Sponsored Products
must be eligible for the Buy Box. Headline Search
Ads will be shown to shoppers regardless of who is
winning the Buy Box.

By using a mix of keywords — ranging from branded product keywords to
competitor-branded keywords, and even keywords that don’t match your exact
category but may help drive buyers from related searches — you can reach
Amazon shoppers at various stages of the buying cycle. For an additional
boost, try pulling successful search queries from your Sponsored Product
campaigns and apply them to your Headline Search Ad campaigns.
AMAZON COUPONS
Amazon Coupons is a self-service tool that lets you create compelling
promotions in the form of digital coupons. Unlike many other types of
promotions such as giveaways, discounts and buy-one-get-one deals that
appear only on product result pages, your coupons will show up in Amazon
search results. Coupons allow you to offer discounts as either a percentage or
set pound amount, and can be targeted to select customer segments.
Though this advertising option won’t be a saving grace for products that aren’t
performing well, it can give an even bigger boost to top sellers that are already
ranking on the first or second page of search results.
As we’ve mentioned, a strong sales history is key to good search rankings
on Amazon. Using Sponsored Products, Headline Search Ads and Amazon
Coupons can be an effective way to give certain products more visibility as you
build up a sales history for them.

REVIEW REGULARLY: To ensure your budget is
being used effectively, plan to regularly review every
campaign, keyword and product. A good rule of thumb
is to review bi-weekly for programs under £10,000 per
month and weekly for campaigns between £10,000
and £30,000 per month.
TAP INTO AMAZON’S VAST KNOWLEDGE
OF CUSTOMER SEARCH AND SHOPPING
BEHAVIOUR: With Amazon’s automatic targeting
option, Amazon uses your own product information to
target your ads to relevant customer search results.
This can be an effective tool when you’re short on
time or unsure which keywords to select.
START SMALL AND BUILD: If you’re new to
advertising on Amazon, start with some of your more
popular products and use them to test the waters.
Once you have a comfortable gauge on ad spend and
ROI, expand your strategy.
GET SPECIFIC: To keep campaign management
from becoming overwhelming, create strategies that
revolve around highly specific goals — whether that
involves a seasonal push, getting rid of clearance
items, promoting a new line of products or focusing on
another area you’ve identified as central to success.
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Master the Amazon Search Results with ChannelAdvisor
Competition for real estate on Amazon has never been tougher. Unfortunately, there’s no easy, magic formula for beating out competitors in
search results, and it can be difficult to keep track of the various moving pieces to the Amazon puzzle.
That’s why we’ve developed a host of features to assist sellers on Amazon.
COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT DASHBOARD FOR AMAZON
Easily identify new opportunities for growth with detailed, product-level performance reports.

MARKETING SERVICES FOR AMAZON
Work with e-commerce experts dedicated solely to managing advertising campaigns.

ADVERTISING SUPPORT FOR FIRST-PARTY SELLERS
Rely on the specialists to get more out of Amazon Marketing Services than you ever thought possible.

ALGORITHMIC REPRICING
Win more of the Buy Box with repricers designed to win on price without sacrificing profit.
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Improve Your Amazon Strategy With ChannelAdvisor

Are you struggling to maximise your return on ad spend (ROAS)? Do you want to improve your advertising cost of sale (ACoS)? Or do you need some
specific help with your Amazon Sponsored Products or Headline Search Ads?
Request a meeting with our digital marketing experts to discuss how you can new opportunities that can help meet and exceed your digital marketing goals.

REQUEST A CALL, AND AN E-COMMERCE CONSULTANT WILL REACH OUT TO YOU SHORTLY.

REQUEST A CALL

Connect and optimise the world’s commerce

ChannelAdvisor is a leading provider of cloud-based e-commerce solutions that enable retailers and branded manufacturers to integrate, manage
and optimise their merchandise sales across hundreds of online channels including Facebook, Google, Amazon, eBay, Walmart and more.

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR BLOG

The global standard for e-commerce leaders.
Copyright 2018 ChannelAdvisor Corporation. All rights reserved.

SCHEDULE A LIVE PRODUCT DEMO

SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

0203 014 2700
WWW.CHANNELADVISOR.CO.UK
UKTEAM@CHANNELADVISOR.COM

